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economic development of India. When their tenuous ties with the
land-owners or land are broken, they are pushed into the type which
we have called the under-employed landless labourers.61 Thus,
they are "liberated" from bondage to be condemned to almost
certain starvation. As Professors Thomas and Ramakrishnan
rightly observed : "Their independence is thus of little material
value ; it is an insufficient compensation for the loss of a sheltered
existence."62
These labourers form an amorphous mass of a floating reserve
migrating from place to place in search of work, be it on the farms
during crop seasons, or on the plantations, or in industries or any
kind of odd jobs. The Royal Commission on Agriculture noted
that seventy-five per cent of the labour employed in fifteen large
sugar -mills in Bihar and Orissa was composed of such migratory
labourers.63 Even though Bengal is one of the most densely popula-
ted provinces in India, "it employs many thousands of labourers
from the Santhal Parganas of Bihar and the United Provinces ;...
for a big jute crop, Biharis are also employed in reaping the crop".64
Similarly, in the wheat and cotton tracts of the Central Provinces,
labourers come from the north-east and the south-west. In Madras,
thousands move every year from Vizagapattam, from the uplands
of Godawari, Kistna and Guntur to the lands watered by the
Godawari,65
These migrant labourers receive remuneration in kind or cash ;
there is, however, a definite tendency to replace grain wages by
cash.66
It is not difficult to understand why this type of labourers is
generally under-employed. Since most of the cultivators are small
cultivators, they do not generally need hired help, except at the
time of harvesting. Thus, it is only during harvesting that most
of these labourers are employed ; this period extends from three
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